Scrapbook
By Jakob P

Photography

My Paragraph
• This is creative thinking because I used creative aspects to taking this
photo by looking up and changing the tools and effect on the camera.
This related with creative thinking because it’s a different kind of
creative thinking that is unique and still means the same thing. I can
improve this by being more creative maybe doing a different angle
different point of view, maybe add a frame, edit it better or anything
you can always be more creative. Core competencies relate to a lot of
things in life Theres so much more around them then just they basics
things we know and they are very helpful in life because they make
you who you are.

PE

My paragraph
• This is Communication because a lot of PE is about teamwork and you
need a lot of communication passing, shooting and talking. If there
was no communication then your team would do bad with
communication you can do so much better and communication is
very important in life for everything and if we had no communication
the world would be bad, and nobody would talk, and it wouldn’t be
fun. You can improve in communication because you can talk more
wich will make your team better and if you have a question in math
and you don’t talk then you will never learn but if you use more
communication everything will be easier and better. This is very
important skill to have for lots of things in the world such as, sports,
school, friends etc.

Art.

My paragraph
• This is critical thinking because Im using my brain to make sure the
drawing is perfect making sure its all lined up everything is colored. I
can be more critical thinking by adding new features to my drawing or
making a line different changing the face around. Theres so many
things you can do to be more of a critical thinker a lot of things you
do in your daily life relate to be a critical thinker that people don’t
even notice its crazy how to many of these core compentecies are in
our daily lives and how much we use them.

